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wait, what

"So ... stuff keeps randomly breaking and
all we get is a fancy new name for when

it inevitably happens all over again?"



A Rube Goldberg-esque contraption

Professor Butts walks in his sleep, strolls through a cactus field in his bare
feet, and screams out an idea for a self-operating napkin.
As you raise spoon of soup (A) to your mouth it pulls string (B), thereby
jerking ladle (C) which throws cracker (D) past parrot (E). Parrot jumps after
cracker and perch (F) tilts, upsetting seeds (G) into pail (H). Extra weight in
pail pulls cord (I) which opens and lights automatic cigar lighter (J) setting off
sky-rocket (K) which causes sickle (L) to cut string (M) and allow pendlum
with attached napkin to swing back and forth thereby wiping off your chin.
After the meal, substitute a harmonica for the napkin and you'll be able to
entertain the guests with a little music.

Inherent complexity
Extrinsic complications
Strong coupling and dependencies
"Big bang" releases

Minor changes, enormous impacts

"A distributed system is one in which the
failure of a computer you didn't even

know existed can render your own
computer unusable."

- Leslie Lamport



Chaos ... theory?

Systems that are "highly sensitive to initial conditions"
Small changes, big impacts
Patterns, predictability in chaos
Applications in weather, physics, engineering, ecology, computer science ...

"Chaos: When the present determines the
future, but the approximate present does
not approximately determine the future."

"Predictability: Does the Flap of a
Butterfly's Wings in Brazil set off a

Tornado in Texas?"

- Edward Norton Lorenz



Everyday chaos, "controlled chaos"

Entropy: "gradual decline into disorder", "end of available energy", "equilibrium"
Control of chaos: "small system perturbations on unstable, periodic orbits"
Self-assembly: "independent, interacting components achieving equilibrium"



But what about software engineering?

application monoliths ⇢ smaller, interoperable, independent services
server administration ⇢ immutable servers, cloud platforms, containers
specialized networking appliances ⇢ software-defined networks
normalized, well-curated data ⇢ distributed, unstructured data



Withstanding the inevitable

Identifying weaknesses in complex systems
Knowing your steady state and how you disrupt it
Taking advantage of the always-increasing architectural flexibility

"Anything that can go wrong will go wrong."
- Edward Murphy Jr. (attributed)

Build a Hypothesis around Steady State Behavior
Vary Real-world Events
Run Experiments in Production
Automate Experiments to Run Continuously
Minimize Blast Radius



Doing stuff in Production?! 

Running experiments, not tests
Being able to find out issues before your users do
Still minimizing the blast radius by having control groups

& the Simian Army



A toolkit for chaos

$ pip install chaostoolkit
# ... chaostoolkit-{aws,kubernetes,azure,
google-cloud,istio,openstack,prometheus,...}

$ chaos discovery
$ chaos run experiment.json

python powered, python extensible
JSON-defined experiments
Drivers for popular services/platforms
Community supported



"Chaos Maturity Model", or I can haz chaos?

Sophistication
Elementary, Simple, Sophisticated, Advanced

Adoption
In the shadows, Investment, Adoption,
Cultural Expectation

It's all an exercise
Software architecture
Everyday tooling
Ingenuity
Culture
Trust



Self-healing, fault-tolerant best practices

Horizontally scaling applications
Regular, meaningful health checking
The circuit breaker pattern



Instrumentation

Understanding what happens on your system, and when it does differently
Not hoarding numbers, but building a historical base
Correlating situations, educated forecasting

"If you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it."
- Peter Drucker

https://netdata.rocks https://dashboards.gitlab.com https://grafana.wikimedia.org



Seamless transitions : a blue+green approach

Application is offline for maintenance ¯\_(ツ)_/¯
Downtime is not affordable nor convenient
Canary releases and groups



Beyond software engineering

University of Illinois fighter jet failure injection
Google's DiRT (Disaster Recovery Testing) team



"Ich sage euch: man muß noch Chaos in sich haben,
um einen tanzenden Stern gebären zu können.
Ich sage euch: ihr habt noch Chaos in euch."

- Nietzsche - Also sprach Zarathustra
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Read more: https://v.gd/chaos_py


